
The World
Can a person have fun in a post apocalypse world?
Surprisingly, yes.  It’s been a couple of thousand years since the Great
Catastrophe; the world has had time to settle, albeit into a form we barely
recognize.  But it’s not all grim red skies, evil factory smoke and people in chains
Instead there are fancifully weird societies, cults and kingdoms based on
technological relics and mistaken beliefs about our present.  The crumbled
cityscapes have mostly been overgrown or flooded leaving beautiful landscapes
with anachronistic icons and monuments rising from the forests.
To the west there is a small kingdom where 80’s boy bands are idolized resulting
in a parliament where debates are staged as N’Sync dance videos and wars are
waged against the Hip Hop Nation.  In the City of Fog, there are constant turf
battles between the skateboarders and BMX bikers who skirmish over  the
smooth concrete of a multi-level freeway interchange.  To the east, there is a
giant gladiatorial arena where great furnaces heat behemoth grills where the real
Iron Chefs battle, attempting to prepare each other as a special entrée.
But it’s not just society that has changed.  People have too.  Increased radiation
levels have mutated both men and animals resulting in every genetic aberration
possible from undersea dwellers to Poodle People and the Knights of the Flying
Squirrels.  Giant.  Flying.  Squirrels.
But as outrageous as each social scenario might be, the jeopardy of our trio of
travelers is taken seriously.  People are in danger, evil is at large, and Thundarr
the Barbarian is willing to leap in and take on the challenge.  He is added by the
beautiful sorceress  Princess Asphodel , and a giant , hairy creature, Ookla the
Mok.

The Travelers
Raised in a Norse-like settlement chiseled out
of the land of glaciers, Thundarr followed the
sacred rituals of the Vikings – the Minnesota
Vikings.  The “rituals” are actually copied from
the ancient team’s playbook.  THUNDARR now
travels the world seeking the raiders that
destroyed his village and sold him into slavery.
He has the sort of moral compass comic fans
would normally associate with Superman or
Captain America, a sympathy for the underdog
and an undeniable sense of justice.  But this
does not mean that he is straight-laced or a
boring do-gooder.
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Thundarr is of average intelligence but has taken many a hit to his head so that’s
only an approximation.  However he is extremely ignorant of the wider world and
asks many of the questions a viewer would.  Unlike the viewer, hopefully, he
speaks of himself in the third person and does all things to the extreme. Combine
this with his penchant for greeting people with head butts and pounding their
shoulder pads (whether they’re wearing any or not) and you get a hint of why
people are slow to warm to his boisterous personality.  He also has a healthy ego
and every victory, no matter how marginal, is boasted about as if the stuff of
legends.
Thundarr has two weapons: a light saberish SUNSWORD and an enchanted
football that always returns to him after hitting an adversary.  He is quite smitten
with Princess Asphodel but is too shy and awkward to admit it, although his
clumsy attempts at impressing her provide a lot of comedy while invariably
increasing the jeopardy of their situation.

As for the “princess,” every time she speaks of the-
kingdom-of-which-she-is-a-princess the story
changes depending upon the point she’s trying to
make.  Thundarr notices the inconsistencies but
accepts her clumsy explanations.  Ookla is just
amused.
In truth, PRINCESS ASPHODEL is a con artist –
surviving the harsh world by her wits.  The princess
story gets her softer pillows and preferential
treatment from the gullible or those desperate for a
sense of order from some unseen kingdom.  She
never had to struggle with a guilty conscience before
she met Thundarr and Ookla, now she’s finding
compassion inside herself… and that irritates the
heck out of her.  She’s not out to steal from people
but defeating bad guys does bring rewards –
although she usually ends up surrendering those
rewards to those who need them more than her –
thus the aforementioned irritation, there’s just more
Robin Hood in her character than she’d like.
Asphodel has the most knowledge of the ancient
legends that we recognize as fractured descriptions
of our time.  She is well traveled and has heard of
many of the societies, and dangers, that they meet.

Although she won’t tell the barbarian the truth about
her “royal heritage,” Ookla knows the real story.
Strangely, Asphodel is a bit smitten with Thundarr
and fears that if she admits she’s been lying to him
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he’ll think less of her.  This sets up the comedic tension of a guy who doesn’t
think he has a chance with a woman from a higher class and the woman who
won’t reveal her common background because she’s afraid he’ll think less of her.
This is rarely, if ever, a major plot point but just a little bit of story seasoning.
Asphodel is a minor sorceress whose handiest powers are telekinesis and
magical shields.  She never studied magick seriously but has a natural penchant
for it.  She can weave more powerful spells if given time to work on them but the
results never provide an easy solution to their predicaments.  In fact, such short
cuts often makes things worse.
She can understand Ookla perfectly, like Han Solo and Chewie.  However, she’ll
mistranslate if she thinks the beast is being too honest for her taste.  The
“princess” appreciates having the big hairy guy around to share her true self.

OOKLA THE MOK seems to be a giant, leonine, Bigfoot, cyborg or in more
technical terms – a big hairy
guy with a metal face.  The
fact that nobody gives him a
second glance is a sign of
just how weird this future
world is.  However, he is an
eight-foot giant which
definitely garners him
respect in the local tavern.
Ookla doesn’t know his own
backstory.  His first
memories are awakening in
the bottom of a thirty-foot pit
filled with bones and metal
parts.  He was smart enough
to use what was there to
create climbing tools to free
himself.  He’s very smart and
Asphodel thinks that’s what
landed him in the bottom of
the pit, “Too smart for your
own good.”  He doesn’t
obsess over it, but bits of his
unremembered past can
return to haunt Ookla and
give us interesting stories.
Much of his time is spent
shaking his head at the
ignorant speculations of
Thundarr and the con artist
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schemes of the princess.  He is the long-suffering friend but is appreciative of the
fellowship she shares with the others.
However, Ookla can lapse into a sort of berserker rage in the middle of a fight.
Not bloodthirsty per se, but he starts taking a pro wrestling level of joy at the
punching and tossing of adversaries through walls.  All of which embarrasses
him once he snaps out of it.

The Stories
Although our trio may meet communities based on misunderstood relics of our
society, the excitement and humor never depends on those references.  The
action sequences are over the top, one predicament leading to another.  To
escape cannibals they dive off a cliff but land in the midst of crocodiles which
would quickly eat them if they weren’t being swept over a towering waterfall.  The
goal is to mix the intensity of the Bourne movies with the big concept set ups
and light heartedness of Indiana Jones and Laura Croft adventures.
The comedy is character and relationship based rather than quippy while the
action lends itself to some slapstick, especially when Thundarr and Ookla are
tossing bodies around.
There will be some repeating villains such as the Jack Kirby designed Gemini,
the ruler with two faces but one head, but most of the adventures bring them to
new territories and new cultures to emphasize the strangeness of the world.  But
no matter where they are or who they meet, our trio of heroes are always in over
their heads, and barely manage to save the day.
THUNDARR THE BARBARIAN, an adventure comedy with a post-apocalyptic
twist.


